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DANCE/THEATER 
REHEARSAL SPACE:
Flexible space that can be used for 
rehearsals, acting/dance classes, 
performances and auditions. Next to 
courtyard for resting between 
rehearsals.

SOUND RECORDING 
/ SOUND EDITING:
The most controlled space. A carpet 
absorbs sound, neither light or sound 
enters the room.

DIGITAL 
PRODUCTION LAB:
A computer lab for digital movie 
production that is also used for
software classes and workshops.

VIDEO EDITING:
A seal light proof room with sitting 
space for editor and a working table 
with monitors and equipment panel.

SMALL SCREENING ROOM: 
For smaller audiences and lectures.

ROOFTOP CINEMA: 
Large, open air. Can be used for
 lectures.

CAFÉ:
Located next to the lobby, connected to 
bus stop.

STAFF/SERVICE ROOM:
Contains service equipment for 
building and desks for technicians and 
other staff.

DIGITAL FILM RECORDING 
STUDIO:
Studio for filming sets inside. Contains 
a green screen, storage for film 
equipment and a green room.

LOBBY:
Ticket booth, foyer and librarian desk.

LARGE 
SCREENING   

     ROOM: 
The screening room is dark and 

silent, but comes alive as the audience 
egnite the space with their presence, 
engaging in the film.

AXONOMETRIC SITE MAP 
Scale 1:500

ELEVATION NORTH
scale 1:200

ELEVATION SOUTH
scale 1:200

FILMSTRIP
Approaching building 

from Raipur Gate

FILMSTRIP
Driving by building on 

trafficked road

LOCATION MAP 
Scale 1:20 000

PRE-PRODUCTION

FILMMAKERS OFFICE:
Open plan, this is intended as a space 
where collaborations can happen. 
The space is overlooking levels below, 
“Room with a view”.  

MEETING ROOM:
Meeting room used for hireing cast 
and crew, finalizing, getting permis-
sion for location shooting, etc.

LIBRARY: 
The library contains 

literature relating to film 
making. In pre-production it is used 

for research. Indirect natural daylight 
creates an ambience of visual comfort. 

PRODUCTION POST-PRODUCTION SUPPORTING PROGRAMS

SLOW/PEDESTRIAN

FAST/CAR

PLOT EDGES

NARROW ALLEY: 
Shortcut for people living 
nearby. 

POLE: 
In-Between situation. 
A temple and a tree marks 
the transition from a 
commercial street to a 
neighbourhood/pole.

RAIPUR GATE: 
The gate is a remnant of the 
old wall that surrounded 
the old city. It marks the 
entrance on the south edge 
side, and is a well known 
landmark.

ALLEY: 
The site edge is on the corner 
of an alley used by people 
walking from adjoining 
neighbourhoods.

BUS STOP: 
The site has connections to 
the new city via the busy road 
and local transportation. 

COMMERCIAL 
CORNER: 
The west side of the site is a 
commercial corner with a lot 
of activity. Street vendors and 
auto rickshaws occupy the 
large, triangular square.

PRIVATEPUBLIC SEMI-PUBLIC
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW 2
Night view of  groundfloor café looking into the library.

PERSPECTIVE VIEW 1
Perspective from street looking into the café.
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SECTION AA
Scale 1:100. Section showing building during night time.

GROUND PLAN
Scale 1:100

PLAN LEVEL 1
Scale 1:200

PLAN LEVEL 2
Scale 1:200
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LEVEL 2
Scale 1:100
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1. Open air cinema
2. Digital film recording studio
3. Café
4. Screening Room
5. Foyer
6. Library
7. Control room
8. Meeting room
9. Filmmakers office
10. Small screening room
11. Sound recording studio
12. Digital production lab
13. Dance/Theater rehearsal space
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SHORT SECTION BB
Scale 1:50. Section showing relation to pedestrian street. 
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW 3
View illustrating light qualities generated by building envelope. 

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC
Axonometric showing structure and envelope.

1. Steel truss profiles as loadbearing  structure
2.Perforated metal panel facade
3.Perforated metal panel roof
4. Mechanical blinds
5. Cables as supporting structure

 
6. Bracing
7. Sound/Light seal walls
8. Tinted glass curtain walls
9. Concrete slab with steel beam
10. Load bearing service shaft
11. Raised floor
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INSIDE/OUTSIDE
The use of glass allows the museum’s architecture to 
physically interpret the connection to the surroundings 
as the transparency directs attention to the real 
Acropolis, making the visitor aware of the distance and 
separation between the Acropolis and the museum. 

The top volume contains the Parthenon gallery, and 
mimics the dimensions of the actual Parthenon, giving 
the visitor a sense of the scale of the sculptures in 
relation to the original temple. To orient it directly 
towards the Parthenon, the top volume is shifted 23 
degrees from the rest of the building, forming a viewing 
axis of history.

PHYSICAL CONTEXT
The museum is built on top of an archaeological 
excavation, which can be experienced through use of 
transparent glass the floor. The New Acropolis Museum 
stretches over the ancient city, preserving it in pockets 
that becomes museological artifacts. It appears as if the 
museum grows from the ruins of the ancient 
architecture, with the columns visually connecting the 
modern space with the ancient ruins.

LIGHT
The Archaic gallery contains a sculpture collection 
surrounded by ambient, natural light streaming in 
through the glass curtain walls and  skylight.  The 
importance of natural light is related to the historical 
context of the collection, as the sculptures were meant 
to be viewed outside in the Attic sun. To soften the effect 
of the bright sun, and prevent damage to the sculptures, 
the interor walls are made of concrete and treated to 
absorb the light. 

MOVEMENT
The most important motif of the museum is the 
adjacent Acropolis Hill. The layout of movement 
patterns interprets the connection to the physical site, 
which can best be seen in the slope gallery, where the 
floor is tilted, reflecting the inclination of the slope of 
Acropolis Hill.

PROMENADE
The user follows a predetermined path through the 
building. The movement follows a certain logic that 
chronologically reflects the context of the site, forming a 
narrative. 

The route follows a loop going up from the
lobby via escalators to a double-height space c
ontaining the Archaic galleries; then again upward 
by escalators to the Parthenon Gallery; to find the way 
back down via the Roman Empire galleries to exit 
outside, facing the Acropolis itself. 

CASE STUDY: NEW ACROPOLIS
To understand the concept of montage I have looked into the work of Bernard Tschumi. In the New Acropolis, 
there is a juxtaposition between the imposed geometry and the existing surroundings.  The juxtaposition of 
elements relates to the idea of a narrative; the architectural montage. 

The New Acropolis follows a predetermined route that consists of 
montage sequences, leading the visitor through the museum, aiming 
to bring together individual elements into the experience of a whole. 

It is hence the visitor that constructs the meaning of the architecture,  

as he or she through the movement of the body experience the 

architectural montage, shot by shot.
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2.  Building is elevated to pedestrian 
street level and ground floor is opened 
up.

4.  Bridges and walkways connecting 
programs.

5  Superstructure3.  Self-contained programs are de-
fined and enclosed.

1.  Building is separated into three 
layers that organize the programs by 
their privacy requirements.

MODEL PHASE 1
Model showing idea of relation between solids/voids.

VOLUMETRIC DEVELOPMENT

MODEL PHASE 2
Model showing idea of superstructure and bridges.

MODEL PHASE 2
Model showing relation to site.


